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 Braylon Newcomb ran for three touchdowns, and the Black Shirt defense only 
gave up one touchdown as the Elks defeated the Vikings 27-14.   This was Centerville’s 
first GWOC victory as they began tough conference play. It was a fantastic football  
“trifecta” weekend as all three of the Elks teams achieved successful outcomes.  Our 
JV’s put a 35-6 beatdown at Holland Field.  The Freshmen, not to be out done, put up 
49 on the scoreboard, with the help of a “pick-six” from defensive back Zach Edwards. 
This was Zach’s second interception returned for a touchdown, last week he had a 70 
yard beauty that sealed the Pickerington Central victory. 
 The “Three-Headed Monster” balanced running attack of Kamara, Newcomb, 
and Johnson ran the ball nine times each for a total of 133 yards. Quarterback Drake 
Wells spread his tosses around with Newcomb hauling in 5, Montgomery with 4, 
Capogna and Cowgill had three each as well. This balanced run pass offensive attack 
keeps opponent’s defensive coordinators up at night worrying how to stop the Elks.  
 Defensive End Mason Keely recorded his first safety of the season. The 
Vikings were pinned down to their one yard line, thanks to the pin-point punt off the 
foot of Leland Gantz.  Both Mason, and Leland won Player of the Week awards for 
their efforts (page 19).  To hold a Miamisburg offense that was averaging 37.6 points a 
game, to only one touchdown was remarkable to say the least.  Great job Black Shirts! 
 When all three facets of a football team come together, a balanced offense, a 
stingy defense, and special teams that are really special, good things result. The Elks 
from Centerville are going to need all three teams, plus win the turnover margin to be 
successful at Northmont this Friday night.  Elk Nation needs to do their part as well, 
get up north to Clayton, enjoy perfect football weather and help your boys get win 
number four!     
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Defensive end Mason Keely celebrates his safety in the 2nd quarter. 
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Elk’s Football Schedule 

TEAM OPPONENT DATE TIME LOCATION 

Varsity Northmont Friday 09-15 7:00 PM Away 

Junior Varsity Northmont Saturday 09-16 10:00 AM Centerville Stadium 

Freshmen Northmont Saturday 09-16 12:00 PM Centerville Stadium 

7th Grade Northmont Wednesday 09-13 5:30 PM Away 

8th Grade Northmont Wednesday 09-13 6:30 PM Away 

TEAM OPPONENT DATE ELKS OPPONENT 

Varsity Miamisburg 09/08/23 27 14 

Junior Varsity Miamisburg 09/09/23 35 6 

Freshmen Miamisburg 09/09/23 49 12 

7th Grade Beavercreek 09/09/23 12 12 

8th Grade Beavercreek 09/09/23 13 8 

 
Week  4 Results  
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Congratulations on the Elks first GWOC win.  What did you see in the Miamisburg that pleased you and the staff? 
 
 Thank you. The team and the coaches put in the work and they were very deserving of that win. Miamisburg did a 
great job of preparing. They showed us some areas that we need to improve and they had a really nice gameplan. 
They played hard and they limited mistakes. Our team showed some great resilience and grit. We got down at one 
point and we had some issues with ball security at one point, but our team kept showing up and kept fighting which 
gave us the eventual edge at the end.  
 
What areas of the last week’s game do you feel the team needs to improve? 
 
BALL SECURITY & TACKLING! These are two very basic fundamentals of football that any team that aspires to be 
great must master. They are incredibly easy to understand when talking about them, but the ability to execute them 
at a high level is what separates good teams from great teams. We have to be better. Our practices this week have 
been focusing on those two fundamentals. If we take care of the ball on offense, and tackle better on defense, we will 
have taken a step forward. It's also worth saying that the opposite is incredibly true. We can be better at attacking the 
ball on defense and blocking better on offense. When a team has an offense that blocks and takes care of the ball, 
they are incredibly difficult to stop. When a team has a defense that tackles great and creates turnovers, they are 
incredibly difficult to stop. We are trying to become that team. We will always try to become that team. We have never 
arrived.  
 
When you reach out to schedule a non-conference game, what are some of the attributes you look for in an opponent? 
 
We are looking for someone that will challenge us. We look for someone that will show us how to be better. It's not 
about finding a game to win or finding someone to get us ready for the playoffs. It's about finding someone that will 
challenge our team to be better today than we were yesterday. There are plenty of ways to find out if you're 
improving, and there are a lot of teams out there that have strengths to show us whether we are growing or not.  
 
How do you coach your players to play with emotion, and maintain composure during a game? 
 
Lately, this has been a focus for us, but it might not look like most people think. We want everything to come back to 
one of our core values. TEAM. We want our kids to celebrate together. We want our kids to compete together. We 
want our kids to do everything together. This is a team game and it must be played as a team. When adversity strikes, 
we handle it as a team. No one is on an island by themselves. When fortune blesses us, we enjoy it as a team and we 
hold each other accountable to get back to work right after it. It's been a major point for us lately and we hope to see 
our team improve this week. 

 

Inside the Headset 
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Inside the Headset 
Your players are student-athletes, the student comes before the athlete.  What does the coaching staff do throughout the season 
to make sure the players are keeping their grades up? 
 
We do a lot of the things that normal coaching staffs do. We check grades. We check attendance. If a player is not 
present, our coaches find out why and remind the player that they need to be communicating and catching up. Addi-
tionally, Joe Kitchell and Dan Kerns do a great job of providing real-time grade checks of our players. All of the 
coaches can see this spreadsheet and we can quickly see where our players are struggling. Additionally, we can see 
where they are successful and we try to celebrate those victories as well. Our goal has always been and will always be 
100% eligibility, but we don't set the bar at the minimum. We push the players to be the best they can on the field and 
we don't change that expectation off the field either.  
 
We recently saw some videos on social media of some players receiving MoC stickers for their helmets. What are those? 
  
MoC stands for Man of Centerville. We believe that is the highest compliment that a football player at Centerville can 
receive. We believe that those players embody our core values of Humility, Effort, Attitude, Team and Tradition. We 
believe that those players are doing a great job of carrying on the tradition of Centerville Football. We believe that 
Bob Gregg would be proud of these players and that these players are being great role-models for those around them. 
It's a huge honor to wear this sticker on your helmet. We don't take this honor lightly. The coaches can nominate 
players to receive the honor. The captains can even nominate players to receive this honor. After nomination, the staff 
gets together to vote and discuss the nominations. If a player is chosen, they receive the honor. If they are not chosen 
yet, then our coaches have discussions with those players to let them know how close they are and how they can im-
prove.  
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Northmont - Fairmont 9/8/23 
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Northmont Preview 
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Northmont Preview 
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Northmont Preview 
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2022 Elks - Bolts  
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Miamisburg Game Stats 
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 Offensive Statistics 
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Offensive Action 
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 Defensive Statistics 
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Defensive Action 
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 Kicking Statistics 
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 Scoring Summary 
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 Drive Chart 
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Jacaurre Vaughn  
Offensive Back 

Leland Gantz 
Special Teams  

Soso Anosike  
 Defense Back 

Sam Keely 
 Scout Offense 

Mason Keely 
 Defensive Line 

A.J. Abboud 
 Offensive Line 

Ryan McCall 
Scout Defense  

Jacob Buhler 
 JV Defense  
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 Meet Coach Frank Mullen 

 
 

Family I grew up in a small town called Enon, Ohio (None spelled 
backwards). My dad ran a metal manufacturing company while 
my mom taught Special Education. I have two brothers, older 
brother Pat lives in Louisville and younger brother Toddie 
lives in Columbus.  

High School Greenon High School, in 2008 

College Ohio University BS in Meteorology, Athens, OH 
Ohio State University, Bachelors in Special Education        
University of Wisconsin, Masters in Sports Administration 

Coaching  
Experience 

Ninth year of coaching football 
· Greenon H. S. (D-line, Co-DC, ST Coord, Assoc H.C.) 
· Wittenberg University (D-line and Special Teams Asst ) 
· University of Wisconsin Whitewater (D-line, Special 

Teams, Recruiting Manager)  
· Centerville High School (Tight Ends and Special Teams) 
   

Interesting 
Facts 

 I am a certified Meteorologist and love the weather. I have 
always had a passion for understanding the atmospheric hap-
penings and why the Mother Nature does what she does. 
Something as chaotic as a strong hurricane or tornado can be 
explained and predicted using math and formulas which helps 
current meteorologists improve warning systems to hopefully 
save lives. Usually if there is severe weather in the area then I 
am usually chasing it. 

Favorite 
Coaching 
Quote 

“The only place that success comes before work is in the   
dictionary” by Vince Lombardi,  I love this quote because the 
amount of hard work and individual/team put in determines 
the amount of opportunity for success.   
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 Meet Coach Frank Mullen 

 
 

What do you enjoy 
most about  coaching ? 

The best part about coaching is having the opportunity 
to mentor and build young boys into successful young 
men through hard work, discipline, and building strong 
relationships. Passing on knowledge and having posi-
tive impacts in others' lives is the greatest responsibility 
a coach has.  

Most Memorable      
Moment Playing    
Football 

My most memorable moment playing high school foot-
ball is when my teammates and I were able to win our 
conference championship three straight seasons. 
Greenon had not won a conference title since the 60’s 
and had only a hand full of winning seasons in the 
school's history. My teammates and I could not have 
achieved the impossible without the tremendous coach-
es that lead us and the overwhelming community sup-
port.    

Most Memorable      
Moment Coaching 
Football 

HS: Having the privilege to coach at my alma mater, 
(Greenon), and help lead them to the school’s first ever 
playoff appearance. It was a goal that my teammates 
and I had when I was a player but never achieved and 
to be apart of the team that finally achieved this goal 
was a dream come true.  

College: I was fortunate enough to coach at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin Whitewater and be apart of the 39th 
conference championship in the school’s history. The 
relationships and bonds built through hard work and 
conquering adversity had and incredible impact on me 
and have helped shape the coach I am today.  

What does Elk Pride,  
H.E.A.T.T.  mean to 
you ?  

Elk Pride is how you live your life. The core values of 
H.E.A.T.T. help guide us to continuously strive for 
success. It is not just a chant or a cool phrase to put on 
a shirt. Honoring the ones who have come before us 
and paved the way by continuing the tradition of hard 
work and success here at Centerville is what Elk Pride 
is truly about.   
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 Meet Coach Frank Mullen 

 
 

What is your Coaching  
Philosophy? 

The main goal of my coaching philosophy is to build 
strong relationships in order to have positive impacts in 
my student athletes’ lives.  Nothing successful happens 
in this sport or in life when people act as individuals. 
From my experiences as a player and a coach, people 
respond in a positive manner when they believe their 
coach/leader/mentor genuinely cares about them or 
the program.  

Growing up, was there 
an Athlete that you   
admired and wanted to   
emulate? 

Growing up, I always admired my Grandpa, Donald 
Benoit. In his words, his brothers and sisters grew up in 
rural New Hampshire “poorer than dirt”. He survived 
working 60hr work weeks in a shoe factory while some-
how attending high school. He was able to save enough 
money to attend New Hampshire University where he 
played football and enrolled in the ROTC program. He 
would eventually transfer to West Virginia University to 
continue his military training and playing football. After 
graduating he would have a long and successful career 
in the United States Air Force and retire as a Lt. Col. 
He continued working as a college professor at the Air 
Force Institute of Technology and was also a founding 
professor at Sinclair Community College in Dayton. 
Despite his busy schedule, he always found time to 
attend any sporting event, recital, or graduation of mine 
or my cousins. I always admired him because he was 
always brutally honest, (even when he probably should-
n’t), and his consistent passion for improving himself 
and bringing everyone around him. Before he passed 
away a few years ago, he told me that nothing in life 
works out 100% the way you want it to. It is the rela-
tionships and connections you make with other people 
in those horrible situations that truly makes life amaz-
ing. I have continually tried to live up to my Grandfa-
ther’s standard and hopefully if I am lucky enough to 
live as long as he did that I can look back and say that I 
was able to make a positive impact in other people’s 
lives.  

Donald Benoit 
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 Statisticians Corner 
 
 
 
There have been some inquiries about the process for recording statistics (stats) for Centerville and GWOC football games. It’s time to explain 
and focus on the most common defensive statistic: Tackles. 
 
A Tackles is a statistic that any defensive player can generate, since it is simply awarded to the player who brings down the ball carrier to end a 
play. It would seem to make sense that players who do this more often would be thought of as the better defenders because they are preventing 
the offense from moving forward. While it’s nice to have a statistic to use for all defensive players and not just pass rushers or defensive backs, 
there are a lot of reasons why this one shouldn’t be trusted and shouldn't necessarily be used as evidence for a great game. There are better 
options. 
  
During a football game, a lot of things are recorded after every play. While it isn’t too difficult to see what down it is and which offensive player(s) 
touched the ball, it’s tougher to determine who made each tackle. Because this is all done in real time, rather than after the game, the player 
marked down isn’t always the player who made the tackle. (Camouflage jerseys also make it more difficult J). 
  
There are typically a few statistical revisions made during the week between games, usually in regards to plays involving tackles, sacks and fum-
bles. Together with the Centerville defensive staff, the stats team will adjust (up or down) a players stats after the coaches break down the video.  
Then the stats can be adjusted on the GWOC site throughout the season. 
 
Many people assume that the player that is the leading tackler for the game has played a great game, but did he really?   Did you ever stop to 
consider why many conference leading tacklers are on the last place teams? 
  
Tackles on Pass Plays 
There is a difference between making a tackle on a run play and on a pass play. On pass plays, incompletions and interceptions are clearly to the 
benefit of the defense. However, if the pass is complete, it often results in a successful play for the offense, and, unless the completed pass pro-
duces a touchdown, or the receiver goes out of bounds untouched, a defender is credited with a tackle. 
  
It is typically better for the defender to stop the ball from being completed, but, if they can’t do that, making the tackle is the next best   action. In 
this case, the tackle (generally assumed to be a positive mark) is a bad thing since the primary objective wasn’t achieved and the catch was 
made. Of course, it is  favorable to missing the tackle altogether, but a tackle is not the optimal outcome here. 
  
This makes tackles for cornerbacks the most misleading. Since, generally speaking, most of their tackles come on pass plays, and therefore, after 
a catch has been made. It also makes it confusing for safeties and linebackers, since tackle statistics aren’t typically kept separate for pass and 
run plays. 
 
Stops Instead of Tackles 
On run plays, the relative value of a tackle is a little more clear cut, but not an entirely better tool for evaluation. When it comes to running the ball, 
there are some players that offenses like to avoid, and others that they plan to run toward. This results in some weaker run defenders getting 
more tackle opportunities and some better run defenders getting less. 
  
Even if defenders had equal opportunities to make tackles, not all tackles are good tackles. We discussed this idea for pass plays, but it’s also 
true for runs. A tackle that results in a loss of yards or no gain is clearly a positive play, and can be credited to the defense. While these are some-
times team efforts, we credit one defender. 
  
On plays where the offense gains a first down, an obvious failure by the defense, someone still gets awarded a tackle. On any play that brings the 
offense closer to a first down without reaching it, judging it as a failure or success can be difficult. A certain percentage of needed yardage for a 
first down is typically used to define that line, and that’s what we would like to do at Centerville. Making a tackle on a “failure play” for the defense 
is again better than not making a tackle at all, but on traditional stat sheets, this tackle is counted just as any other.0  
At Centerville we would ideally like to only track of a statistic that we call “Stops.” A player gets credit for a Stop when he makes a tackle on a 
“success play” for the defense. While Stops only recognize the “good” tackles, it is still a step above the Tackles statistic, which includes all tack-
les regardless of where they occur. 
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 Are These Tackles Equal ? 

 
 

Ball on the forty. Third down and two yards to go for a first down.   # 99 and #32 tackle the 
ball carrier, and STOPS the first down.  If two defensive players contribute equally to the 

stopping of a ball carrier, credit both players with an assisted tackle, but give neither a solo tackle. 

Ball on the thirty-four. Third down and thirteen yards to go for a first down. #1 and #2  
tackle the ball carrier for a FIRST down. If two defensive players contribute equally to the 

stopping of a ball carrier, credit both players with an assisted tackle, but give neither a solo tackle 

Closing Thoughts 
 
Obviously, the play at the top is what every defense coordinator and head coach desire.  The recording of a tackle that was 
made 10, 20 or 30 yards downfield to stop a touchdown, is not a successful outcome for the defense.  College coaches do not 
ask how many tackles does this player have for the season!  They have many other metrics they use to select next level players. 
 
Tackles gives us something that no other number does, a statistic that applies to all defensive players. However, like any stat, it 
is essential to put the numbers into context, and in this case it’s even more necessary. To begin adding that context, tackles 
need to be broken up into pass and run plays, and positive and negative plays. 
  
Until the media uses tackles more intelligently – like incorporating Stops into their reporting – people will keep thinking that 
racking up a lot of tackles automatically equates to a great game, while in actuality, that may not be the case. 
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Road to the Playoffs 
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Ohio State Polls 
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  The Quarterback Club offers players, families, 
coaches and fans an opportunity to contribute to the 
success of the team with gifts, works, and spirited 
support for Centerville football. We are a service 
club dedicated to  ELK PRIDE in our efforts to pro-
vide financial and volunteer support. 
  Quarterback Club membership primarily consists of 
the parents of past, present, and future Centerville 
High School football players. However, all communi-
ty members and CHS football fans are welcome.   

 
2023 Projects include: 

 $2,000 Player Scholarship   
Team clothing and equipment including additional 
uniforms, team warm-ups, shirts, shoes, and  player  
of the week  award  jackets. 
 
Food including team breakfasts for playoff games, 
post scrimmage meals, food  (steaks) for the Senior 
Dinner and Tailgate food before all home games. 

PHOTOGRAPHS PROVIDED BY: 

Barry Burtenshaw 
Burtenshaw.smugmug.com 

QB Club Newsletter editor:  Jim Ehrensberger 
jim@ehrensberger.net 

CHS STATISTICS PROVIDED BY: 

Mike Stoner        
Scott Lieberman 
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